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We used event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (erfMRI) to investigate the
neural basis of biological and syntactic gender integration during pronoun processing in
German sentences about persons or things. German allows for separating both processes
experimentally. Overall, syntactic processing activated areas adjacent to Broca's area (BA
44), whereas processing of the biological sex, in addition, involved the supramarginal gyrus
(BA 39). A previously reported event-related potential study using identical material
suggests that syntactic and semantic information is integrated 400–700 ms after target
onset, visible in both cases as a P600 but with different effect sizes. The fMRI and ERP results
illuminate that pronoun processing involves a highly dynamic spatiotemporal integration
of syntactic and biological information depending on the type of the antecedent and
whether or not a violation is involved. The results are discussed in the context of cognitive
models of pronoun processing.
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1. Introduction

Reading emails, newspapers, letters of friends or books is one
of our daily businesses. Usually, we are not aware of the
details of this cognitive task because it goes on in a largely
automatic fashion. Among other things, in order to under-
stand a message, we have to integrate the meaning and the
syntactic relations of single words. For example, in “The
woman is happy, because she is in love” the pronoun “she”
refers back to the antecedent “woman” in terms of meaning
and syntax. Thus, pronouns are sophisticated language
devices that allow a speaker to refer to an earlier mentioned
psychology, FNW/Institu
+49 391 67 11947.
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person or thing. In order to establish this reference, pronouns
have to match the conceptual meaning (biological gender), if
available, and the syntax of the noun (syntactic gender). In the
German language, for example, “the woman” (‘die Frau’) has a
female biological gender with a corresponding feminine
syntactic gender, which becomes apparent in the article
“die”.1 However, “the jacket” (‘die Jacke’) has just an arbitrary
feminine syntactic gender with no semantic gender reflex.
These properties make the German language well suited to
investigate the contribution of semantic and syntactic infor-
mation to pronoun processing because one can disentangle
their respective contribution experimentally.
te of Psychology, Otto-von-Guericke-Universität Magdeburg, Post-
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Garrod and Sanford (1994) presented a cognitive model
with two stages for pronoun interpretation (see also Garrod
and Terras, 2000) with (1) a bonding stage, which is an auto-
matic, more syntax-related process associated with establish-
ing a link between the pronoun and a previous expression, and
(2) a resolution or integration stage, which is testing and re-
solving this link. The integration is responsible for evaluating
the established link, i.e., by weighting syntactic and semantic
discourse information. In case of congruency, the integration
process finishes with a so-called commitment. In case of
incongruency, the integration process fails or is delayed.
Possibly the search goes on for a suitable antecedent outside
the current sentence (Hammer et al., 2005). As a pronoun is a
linguistic device, which refers back to an earlier mentioned
item,memory recoursesmight play an important role because
the pronoun has to bematchedwith a distant antecedent. Van
Berkum and colleagues (2003) showed increased demands on
memory for discourse-referential ambiguity (e.g., “the girl”
with two girls introduced in discourse context).

So far, pronoun processing has been investigated with
reaction time and event-related brain potentials (ERPs). ERPs
offer the advantage of a high temporal resolution. Moreover, a
number of different effects have been described that show a
relative specificity for semantic (the “N400” component, for
example, Kutas and Hillyard, 1980) and syntactic processes
(the “P600/SPS”, e.g., Hagoort et al., 1993; Osterhout and
Holcomb, 1992; for a review, see Hagoort et al., 1999), even
though the specificity – in particular of the P600 – has been
questioned by several sets of data (Kolk et al., 2003; Münte et
al., 1998; vanHerten et al., 2005). ERP investigations of pronoun
processing have yielded conflicting results. For example,
when pronouns violated stereotypical gender (e.g., surgeon=-
male), both a P600 (Osterhout et al., 1997) or an N400 (Kutas et
al., 2000) have been reported. One reason for the variety of
results might be that ERP signals depend on the type of
antecedent (i.e., diminutives, persons, or things) as has been
shown by our group (Hammer et al., 2005; Schmitt et al., 2002).
Furthermore, as mentioned above, memory resources might
be involved (e.g., van Berkum et al., 2003). That means that at
least three types of cognitive processes are relevant during
pronoun processing thatmightmodulate the ERP components
of interest; i.e., syntactic information, semantic/biological
information and memory resources.

In a preceding ERP study using the same material as here,
Hammer et al. (2005) reported such a P600 modulation during
pronoun processing at the critical word, i.e., pronouns
referring back to either person antecedent (biological and
syntactic gender information) or thing antecedent (pure
syntactic gender information). Incongruent (gender) condi-
tions were associated with a typical P600 effect that was larger
for person compared to thing conditions. The larger P600 in
the person condition was interpreted to reflect a failure of
integration of both biological/semantic and syntactic gender
information, whereas the smaller P600 in the thing condition
reflects integration of syntactic gender information proper. In
addition, we reported an N400 on the word following the
pronoun but only in sentences about things. We suggested
that “making sense out of a sentence” during pronoun
resolution is not a rule-based process but rather dynamic,
i.e., it depends on the type of antecedent (person or thing).
Thus, a complex picture emerges based on electrophysiologi-
cal studies suggesting that brain potentials alone are probably
not sufficient to distinguish the relative contribution of
semantic and syntactic processes to the resolution of pro-
nouns. The aim of the current study was to localize brain
regions related to pronoun integration and to compare the
functional specificity of brain areas with the temporal
information of the ERP results with regard to semantic and
syntactic processing.

Syntactic processing has traditionally been linked to the left
inferior frontal gyrus (GFi), as patients with lesions in Broca's
area are characterized by agrammatic speech. Broca's area in
the posterior part of the left GFi exhibits two general
anatomical subdivisions referred to as pars triangularis
(Brodmann's areas (BA) 45) and pars opercularis (BA 44)
(Tomaiuolo et al., 1999). Brain imaging studies of grammatical
processing have shown that BA 44 is sensitive to the
grammatical complexity of sentences (Caplan et al., 1998;
Fiebach et al., 2001; Stromswold et al., 1996). Posterior–inferior
portion of BA 44 has been related to syntactic structure
building processes (Friederici et al., 2003; Röder et al., 2002).

Interestingly, semantic processing seems to engage similar
but also different areas. For example, Kiehl and colleagues
(2002) used a typical violation paradigm, in which they
presented semantic violations (“The dog caught the ball in
his mouth vs. soup”). Incongruent compared to congruent
sentences revealed increased activity in awidespread network
including bilateral frontal regions and temporal regions. A
recent study by Hagoort et al. (2004) investigated semantic
and general world knowledge violations in an fMRI experi-
ment and reported common activations of brain area BA 45
but also 47, which were more active compared to correct
sentences.

Of particular interest for the present investigation are
studies comparing semantic and syntactic violations in the
same experiment. Kuperberg et al. (2003) presented correct/
semantically incongruent/syntactically incongruent sen-
tences (e.g., “We could not sleep at night because the baby
would cry/remember/cries.”) in a rapid event-related fMRI
study. Relative to correct sentences, semantic violations were
associated with an increased activity in left temporal and
inferior frontal areas and a decreased response in the right
medial parietal cortex. Syntactic violations on the other hand
were associatedwith an increased response in bilateralmedial
and lateral parietal regions and a decreased response in left
temporal and inferior frontal regions. This suggests that the
two types of violations can be processed in different ways
(decrease vs. increase of neural activity) albeit by the same
neural systems. Friederici et al. (2003) auditorily presented
correct (“The shirt was ironed.”), semantically incorrect (“The
thunderstorm was ironed.”) and syntactically incorrect (“The
blouse was on ironed.”) sentences. Whereas semantic viola-
tions activated the mid-portion of the superior temporal
region and the insular cortex bilaterally, syntactic violations
revealed stronger activation of the anterior portion of the left
superior temporal gyrus and a region adjacent to Broca's area.

To our knowledge, so far only one fMRI study addressed
pronoun processing before. Grewe and colleagues (2005)
addressed the role of the GFi in language-specific linearization
of hierarchical linguistic dependencies. Most important for the
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current study, the comparison between pronominal and non-
pronominal sentences did not reveal a different activation
pattern in GFi. Assuming that GFi indeed reflects syntactic
processing, the similar activation in GFi for nouns and
pronouns indicates comparable syntactic processing for both
types of stimuli. The semantic aspect of pronoun processing
has not been addressed.

The present event-related fMRI study aims at directly
disentangling semantic and syntactic contributions to pro-
noun processing by systematically varying the type of viola-
tion, which is possible in German because of its rich gender
system. German subjects read sentences, in which an ante-
cedent was either a person or a thing. This antecedent was
introduced in the first phrase. In the second phrase, a pronoun
was presented, which either referred back to the antecedent in
the first phrase (congruent pronoun), or which was incon-
gruent with the antecedent. The underlying rational was that
the incongruency leads to a syntactic violation in the thing
conditions, as a thing has a syntactic but no biological gender.
The incongruency in the person condition leads to a double
violation, as both syntactic and biological gender were vio-
lated. Example sentences are given in the material section.

Given the variety of brain activations for syntactic and
semantic processes found in fMRI studies on sentence
comprehension and the lack of preceding pronoun fMRI
data, we only formulated tentative hypotheses: Pure syntactic
violations compared to congruent sentences (i.e., thing
sentences) were expected to lead to a modulation of activity
in left inferior frontal regions (Friederici et al., 2003; Indefrey et
al., 2001; Kuperberg et al., 2003) and temporal regions
(Friederici et al., 2003; Kuperberg et al., 2003). A combination
of syntactic and biological/semantic sentences compared to
congruent sentences (i.e., person sentences) were expected to
modulate activity in the same/adjacent frontal regions
(Friederici et al., 2003; Hagoort et al., 2004; Kuperberg et al.,
2003; Martin and Chao, 2001) and additionally in parietal
regions (Kuperberg et al., 2003). In case we find a more
complex pattern for person compared to thing sentences, this
might illuminate the sources for the different P600 effects
found in the preceding ERP experiment.
2. Results

2.1. All sentences against fixation

Comparing all sentences against fixation using a random
effects GLM analysis revealed a bilateral network, which
appeared to be more extended on the left hemisphere (Fig. 1,
Panel A). This network is associated with language proces-
sing (left lateralized temporal–frontal regions) as well as
more general processes associated with stimulus perception
(occipital and motor cortex). The corresponding beta-weights
for all four predictors estimated by ROI-based GLM analyses
are displayed in Fig. 1, Panel B. Detailed information of ROIs
is listed in Table 1. Most ROIs revealed an increased
activation for incongruent pronouns compared to congruent
pronouns (Panel B). A comparison within the person
condition (congruent vs. incongruent; double violation)
revealed a significant difference in activation in the left
inferior frontal gyrus pars triangularis (GFi t), left inferior
frontal gyrus pars opercularis (GFi op), anterior part of left
superior temporal gyrus (STs II) and the right GFi (Table 1,
person contrast). A comparison within the thing conditions
(congruent vs. incongruent; syntactic violation) showed a
significant difference within right GFi t, GFi op, superior
parietal lobule (LPs), posterior STs (STs II-IV), superior
temporal sulcus (GTs) and the right GFi (Table 1, thing
contrast). A comparison between the congruent conditions
(congruent person vs. congruent thing) revealed differences
within left STs and parts of the right pre- and postcentral
gyri (Table 1, congruency contrast).

In order to examine regional specificity and spatial extent
of differential activation between pronoun types, we per-
formed direct comparisons for person and thing pronouns,
which are reported below.

2.2. Effects of violations

For the person condition (Fig. 2, Panel A), the incongruent
sentences elicited a larger BOLD response than congruent
sentences in two areas on both hemispheres, namely the
inferior frontal gyrus (GFi, BA 44) and the supramarginal/
angular gyrus (Gsm/Ga, BA 39/40) as well as portions of the left
medial frontal gyrus (GFm, BA 6). Averaged event-related time
courses of the BOLD response (Fig. 3, Panel A) showed a
prominent increased activation for incongruent persons
compared to congruent persons in bilateral GFi and GFm,
whereas for bilateral Gsm/Ga a rather decreased activation of
the congruent person condition and a late increased activation
was found for the incongruent condition. The corresponding
beta weights are shown for group (Fig. 4, Panel A1) and
individual comparisons (Fig. 4, Panel A2).

For the thing condition (Fig. 2, Panel B), the incongruent
sentences led to a larger signal change than congruent
sentences in three areas all located in the left hemisphere,
namely the GFi (BA 44), the GFm (BA 6) and the STs (BA 21) but
no significant activation in the right hemisphere. Averaged
event-related time courses (Fig. 3, Panel B) showed an
increased BOLD response for incongruent compared to con-
gruent sentences all three areas (see beta weights in Fig. 4,
Panel B). These areas, except the GFm, are the same brain
regions that have been reported before for semantic and
syntactic integration.

A visual inspection of the time courses revealed shifts in
the BOLD maxima across incongruent conditions and ROIs
(see Fig. 5). The time course for the incongruent person
showed an early maximum of the BOLD signal change in the
left GFi, followed by a maximum in the left GFm, and later in
the left Gsm/Ga. Performing direct comparisons of the time-
to-peak interval calculated from trial-averaged time courses of
region of interest for each subject revealed that GFi was
activated before GFm (7.7 vs. 10.7 s after onset of the critical
pronoun; t10; two-tailed=4.5, p<0.005), and GFm before Gsm/Ga
(10.7 vs. 12.3 s; t10; two-tailed=2.8, p<0.05).

For the incongruent thing conditions, first the left GFi and
STs reacted maximally to the violation followed by the left
GFm. Here, time-to-peak did not differ between GFi (8.3 s) and
STs (9.1 s; t10; two-tailed=1.4, not significant). GFm (10.5 s) showed
a later time-to-peak than GFi (t10; two-tailed=3.9, p<0.005), and



Fig. 1 – (A) Activated voxels as revealed by across participant (n=11) analysis (random effects full model GLM) after
cortex-based inter-subject spherical alignment based on gyral/sulcal patterns of individual brains. For detailed ROI
information, see Table 1. (B) Standardized b weights (β estimates) for all four predictors are shown for each respective
ROI. Error bars indicate SEM across subjects. Abbreviations: LH: left hemisphere; RH right hemisphere; GFi: inferior frontal
gyrus; GFit: inferior frontal gyrus pars triangularis; GFiop: inferior frontal gyrus pars opercularis; SFs: superior frontal sulcus;
GFs: superior frontal gyrus; STs: superior frontal gyrus; Gsm: supramarginal gyrus; GTs: superior temporal gyrus;
LPs: superior parietal lobule; SPr: precentral sulcus; GPr: precentral gyrus; PRc: precentral; POc: postcentral.
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GFm showed a tendency to be later than STs (t10; two-

tailed=2.1, p<0.06).

2.3. Comparison of congruent person and thing conditions

In order to directly asses the contribution of semantic and
syntactic information to building up co-reference, we com-
pared the congruent person and thing conditions. This direct
comparison of the two congruent conditions revealed several
areas that were more active for the thing condition, i.e., the
condition that allowed co-referencing solely on the basis of
syntactic information (Fig. 2, Panel C). These areas were the
bilateral Gsm/Ga and the left GFi. The respective event-related
time courses for these areas (Fig. 3, Panel C) show that for
these areas indeed congruent thing sentences featured an
increased activation compared to congruent person sen-
tences. On the other hand, the person condition, which
allowed co-referencing to be based on biological/semantic
and syntactic information, gave rise to increased activation in
two regions, the anterior part of the left STs (BA 22) and the
most posterior portion of the same structure (BA 37/21). This
contrast is also visible in the event-related time courses,
which attest an increased activation for congruent person
compared to congruent thing sentences in temporal regions.
3. Discussion

The aim of the study was to assess the contribution of
syntactic and biological/semantic gender information during
pronoun processing and to link it to ERP findings using the
identical material. As in our previous study with ERPs
(Hammer et al., 2005), we found robust differences for
sentences with person antecedents compared to sentences
with thing antecedents underscoring that indeed it makes a
difference whether co-referencing has to be based solely on
syntactic information (syntactic gender of a thing) or can
potentially draw on conceptual information as well (biological
sex in addition to syntactic gender of a person). The present
design allowed two ways of analysis: Firstly, the effects of
violations in the person and thing conditions could be
compared. Secondly, the brain activations for the correct
sentences of both conditions were contrasted.

Overall activation of integrating a pronoun into a sentence
(all sentences compared to baseline) revealed a bilateral
widespread cortical network, which was more pronounced
on the left hemisphere. Most importantly, the different
pronoun types showed differential activation within these
regions reflected in differential beta weights. In order to



Table 1 – ROI details for full model

Talairach Size Contrast BA

x y z Voxel Person Thing Congruency

LH
GFi t −39 29 9 1894 2.3; <0.02 4.1; 0.00004 0.5 45
GFi op −46 15 24 2435 3.2; 0.001 3.6; 0.0004 −0.5 44
SPr −45 −3 40 3314 0.5 1.26 −0.9 6
GPr −37 −16 53 2182 0.6 0.9 −0.2 4
GFs −26 35 40 115 −0.5 −0.1 −1.3 9
LPs −28 −60 46 1087 0.8 2.6; 0.008 1.3 7
STs I −50 2 −4 994 0.8 0.4 4.7; 0.000003 38
STs II −50 −17 0 1269 3.1; 0.002 4.9; 0.000001 2.9; 0.004 22/21?
STs III −49 −32 4 1538 1.6 4.1; 0.00005 1.8; 0.07 21
STs IV −46 −44 13 1664 1.3 3.8; 0.0001 2.3; 0.03 21
GTs −56 −37 18 1050 1.2 2.0; 0.04 −17; 0.08 42

RH
GFi 46 27 23 102 4.4; 0.00001 2.7; 0.006 −0.2 45
SFi 40 6 32 881 0.4 0.1 −0.6 6 (44)
PRc/POc 53 −6 36 3227 0.2 −0.3 −2.3; 0.02 4
GPr 41 −22 49 2878 0.1 2.3; 0.02 0.1 3
GTs 54 −28 6 1934 0.8 0.9 1.2 22

Talairach coordinates (x, y, z), cluster size (number of activated voxels), statistical values (t; p) for person (incongruent minus congruent), thing
(incongruentminus congruent), congruency (personminus thing) and presumed Brodmann's areas (BA) of regions for a full model (all predictors
against fixation) in left (LH) and right (RH) hemisphere based on group statistics of the ROIs revealed by individual cortex-based alignment. GFi:
inferior frontal gyrus; GFit: inferior frontal gyrus pars triangularis; GFiop: inferior frontal gyrus pars opercularis; SFs: superior frontal sulcus; GFs:
superior frontal gyrus; STs: superior frontal gyrus; Gsm: supramarginal gyrus; GTs: superior temporal gyrus; LPs: superior parietal lobule; SPr:
precentral sulcus; GPr: precentral gyrus; PRc: precentral, POc: postcentral.
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examine the regional specificity and spatial extent of the
different sentences, we performed direct comparisons. The
direct comparisons revealed networks that highly overlapped
with the overall activation but also differed to some extent as
different activations related to single conditions might cancel
each other out.

Violations in the person condition showed bilateral activa-
tion of the inferior frontal gyrus (GFi), the left medial frontal
gyrus (GFm) and the bilateral supramarginal/angular gyrus
(Gsm/Ga) compared to congruent person sentences (Figs. 1A
and 2A). Violations in the thing conditions were associated
with a more restricted pattern of activations including the left
GFi/GFm and left superior temporal sulcus (STs) (Figs. 1B and
2B). Overall, these data suggest that pronoun processing is not
strictly rule based but that it undergoes dynamic context
depended changes in neural circuits. One such context is the
type of the antecedent for a particular pronoun (person or
thing). As expected from ourworking hypothesis, the violation
in the thing condition showed a constraint activation pattern
at the left hemisphere, whereas a violation in the person
condition recruits a more complex network bi-laterally. This
seems plausible as the person condition involves a double
violation (i.e., semantic/conceptual and syntactic gender
information) whereas the thing condition does involve a
syntactic violation only. The double violation led to a higher
amount of integration effort, reflected in the observed more
complex activation.

Processing differences are also apparent in the direct
comparison of the two congruent conditions (Figs. 2C and 3C).
Please note that this comparison avoids the potential difficul-
ties associated with rather general attention processing in
violation paradigms (see Coulson et al., 1998, for a discussion
related to ERP). In this comparison, the anterior part of the left
GFi and the Gsm/Ga of both hemispheres were more active in
the thing condition. In turn, two left temporal areas (BA 22, BA
37/21) showed a stronger activation in the person condition.
We will now consider these areas in light of the available
imaging literature.

3.1. Frontal areas

The present experiment led to bilateral incongruency effects
in the inferior frontal area for the person condition but only
to left-hemispheric effects for the thing condition. The
person condition allows co-referencing on both semantic
and syntactic grounds. Kiehl et al. (2002) obtained similar
bilateral inferior frontal activations in an experiment using
semantic violations, thus suggesting that the right inferior
frontal cortex might be specialized in the attempt to integrate
the pronoun on the basis of conceptual/semantic informa-
tion, whereas left inferior frontal activation appears to be
related to the syntactic computations common to the thing
and person conditions. The recruitment of right inferior
frontal regions for semantic information processing was also
shown during deductive reasoning (Goel et al., 2000),
semantic vs. syntactic anomalies (Kang et al., 1999), meta-
phor processing (Bottini et al., 1994; Mashal et al., 2005) and
topic maintenance compared to logic judgment (Caplan and
Dapretto, 2001) (for an overview on right hemispheric
activation, see Bookheimer, 2002). In our case, attempting
to integrate incongruent person-pronouns seems to result in
a right lateralization as the activation of the right GFi is larger
than the left (see Fig. 2, Panel A, and amount of activated
voxels reported in Table 2). This right lateralization is



Fig. 2 – Activated voxels as revealed by across participant (n=11) analysis (GLM) after cortex-based inter-subject spherical
alignment based on gyral/sulcal patterns of individual brains. For detailed Talairach space information and Brodmann's areas
(BA), see Table 2. (A) Person: Incongruent minus congruent person sentences. ROI: left and right GFi, left and right Gsm/Ga and
GFm. For event-related time courses, see Fig. 3, Panel A, and for beta-weights see Fig. 4, Panel A. (B) Thing: Incongruent minus
congruent thing sentences. ROI: left GFi, left GFm and left STs. For event-related time courses see Fig. 3, Panel B, and for
beta-weights see Fig. 4, Panel B. (C) Congruency: Congruent person minus congruent thing sentences. Red=more positive
activity to congruent person than to congruent thing sentences. Blue=more positive activity to congruent thing than to
congruent person sentence. ROI: left GFi, left and right Gsm/Ga, left STs, left STsp. For event-related time courses see Fig. 3,
Panel C, and for beta-weights see Fig. 4, Panel C. Abbreviations: LH: left hemisphere; RH: right hemisphere; GFi: inferior frontal
gyrus; Gsm: supramarginal gyrus; Ga: angular gyrus; GFm: medial frontal gyrus; STs: superior temporal sulcus; STsp: posterior
superior temporal sulcus.
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eventually due to an increased integration effort during
processing of a double-violated pronoun, as it is not observed
in single syntactic violations (thing condition).

The comparison of congruent sentences revealed an
increased activity in GFi for thing sentences compared to
person sentences indicating that the integration of thing
sentences demands more processing activity compared to
person sentences. We conclude that the establishment of co-
reference in congruent sentences using only one gender
information (syntactic) is more difficult than the integration
of two available types of gender information (biological and
syntactic) as the availability of two types of gender informa-
tion might increase the strength of the linkage between
pronoun and antecedent. There is consensus in earlier
research using self-paced reading studies and eye tracking
that the resolution process can be facilitated by additional
information (Arnold et al., 2000; Garnham et al., 1995;
Gernsbacher and Shroyer, 1989). In the present case, this
would be the additional presence of biological/semantic
gender information next to syntax.

An area activated by incongruent pronouns in the thing
and the person condition was the left medial frontal gyrus
(GFm, BA 6). This area has been commonly associated with
working memory processes (e.g., Awh et al., 1995; Jonides et
al., 1993, 1998; LaBar et al., 1999; Schumacher et al., 1996). In a
review, Cabeza and Nyberg (2000) reported reliable activation
of GFm for verbal and spatial tasks that require the active
maintenance of abstract representations, but no reliable
activation for tasks involving iconic stimuli (e.g., objects,
faces). We propose that the activation of this area in the
present study relates to the need to retrieve additional
contextual information from working memory in incongruent



Fig. 3 – Event-related average time course of the BOLD response are shown for the respective regions of interest (ROI) for
person sentences (Panel A), thing sentences (Panel B, solid lines represent congruent sentences and dotted lines represent
incongruent sentences) and congruent sentences (Panel C, solid lines represent person sentences and dotted lines represent
thing sentences).
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sentences. As the incongruent pronoun enters the compre-
hension system, it lacks an antecedent within sentence
context and therefore increased working memory resources
are needed to access possible abstract or long distance (out of
sentence) context information. This is not true for congruent
person or thing pronouns as building up co-reference between
a congruent pronoun and its presumed antecedent is a fast
and nearly automatic process (first stage of pronoun proces-
sing; Garrod and Sanford, 1994). With the given data, it is not
possible to conclude that nomemory resources are needed for
congruent pronoun processing – it is rather highly expected –
but there is an increased demand on memory resources in
case of violation as theremight be the attempt to integrate the
incongruent pronoun via alternative contextual information.
The involvement of working memory in referential relations
has been reported earlier in theoretical assumptions (for an
account of referentially induced working memory load, see
Gibson, 1998) and by an ERP study of discourse processing (van



Fig. 4 – Responses to person sentences (Panel A1), thing sentences (Panel B1. Black bars represent congruent sentences and
white bars represent incongruent sentences), and congruent sentences (Panel C1, black bars represent person sentences and
white bars represent thing sentence.) in regions of interest as reflected in the linear-regression standardized b weights
(β estimates) averaged across subjects. Additionally the differences of b weights for each individual subject are shown in A2 for
person sentences, B2 for thing sentences (incongruent minus congruent), and C2 for congruent sentences (congruent person
minus congruent thing). Error bars indicate the standard errors of the average b weights.
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Berkum et al., 2003), which, as we think, supports this idea.
Alternatively, activity within GFm could be related to atten-
tion processes. The GFm activation varies between congru-
ent and incongruent conditions, but not between the two
types of congruent conditions, this area could be a member
of the attention network (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002),
resulting in higher activation for attention-capturing linguis-
tic violations compared to non-violations. As both working



Fig. 5 – Left panel: The event-related time course of the BOLD signal change across left hemispheric regions of interest the
incongruent conditions. Vertical lines display maxima in the signal change over time. Person conditions are shown in upper
panel and thing condition in lower panel. Right panel: A schematic representation of proposed time courses of information
access during pronoun processing. For person condition: (1) syntactic evaluation and detection of incongruency (GFi), (2)
activation of workingmemory to receive abstract contextual information to solve incongruency (GFm) and (3) access tomeaning
information (Gsm/Ga). For thing condition: (1) syntactic evaluation (GFi) and access to alternatives in the semantic memory
(STs), followed by (2) working memory to receive abstract contextual information to solve the incongruency (GFm).
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memory and attention processes overlap within this region
(Corbetta and Shulman, 2002), it is not possible to disen-
tangle these two alternative explanations with the present
experimental manipulation.
Table 2 – ROI details for direct comparisons

Talairach

x y z N

PERSON (i-c)
GFi (LH) −40 17 21
GFi (RH) 49 12 17
GFm (LH) −43 3 53
Gsm/Ga (LH) −47 −49 38
Gsm/Ga (RH) 49 −58 29

THING (i-c)
GFi (LH) −40 22 7
GFm (LH) −36 3 52
STs (LH) −47 −25 −2

CONGRUENCY (P-T)
GFi (LH) −41 39 23
Gsm/Ga (LH) −48 −39 35
Gsm/Ga (RH) 51 −42 37
STs (LH) −50 3 −9
STs post (LH) −49 −53 19

Talairach coordinates (x, y, z), cluster size (number of activated voxels), st
for persons as antecedents (contrast: incongruent minus congruent per
congruent thing sentences) and congruency (contrast: congruent pers
hemisphere based on group-statistics of the ROIs revealed by individual
3.2. Inferior parietal areas

Bilateral activation of the Gsm/Ga (BA 39/40) was found for the
incongruent person condition (relative to the congruent
Size Contrast BA

o. of voxel t p

85 5.7 <0.000001 44
655 6.3 <0.000001 44
146 4.7 <0.000003 6

1278 4.3 <0.00002 39/40
2742 5.7 <0.000001 39/40

306 6.4 <0.000001 44
170 5.3 <0.000001 6
523 6.6 <0.000001 21/38

649 −4.9 <0.000002 44
2623 −5.6 <0.000001 39/40
2696 −5.6 <0.000001 39/40
2073 6.4 <0.000001 21/38
346 4.4 <0.00001 21/37

atistical values (t, p) and presumed Brodmann's areas (BA) of regions
son sentences), things as antecedent (contrast: incongruent minus
on minus congruent thing sentences) in left (LH) and right (RH)
cortex-based alignment.



Fig. 6 – Grand average ERPs time locked to the onset of the
critical pronoun at electrode P4 (negativity is plotted up and
each hash mark represents 200 ms of activity, 16
participants, published in Hammer et al., 2005). Upper panel:
relatively salient P600 effect to pronouns referring to a person
as an antecedent. Lower panel: relatively small P600 ERPs to
pronouns and N400 to word following the pronouns referring
to a thing as an antecedent.
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person condition) as well as for the congruent thing condition
compared to the congruent person condition. Inspection of
the overall morphology of the BOLD time courses suggests,
however, that this area actually shows a decrease in activity
for the congruent stimuli in the person condition. Interest-
ingly, this is similar to recent findings of Kuperberg et al.
(2003), who found a decrease of BOLD response in the inferior
parietal regions (BA 40) for each type of sentence in their
study (correct, semantically anomalous, syntactically anom-
alous) in relation to a low level fixation control. Importantly,
the authors observed a differential deactivation. A higher
amount of deactivation was observed for the pragmatically
anomalous sentences and less deactivation was observed for
the syntactically anomalous sentences. However, within the
present study, only the congruent person pronoun were
found to be deactivated in bilateral parietal regions (see Figs.
2 and 3, Panels A and C). Raichle et al. (Raichle, 1998; Raichle
et al., 2001) have pointed out that parietal regions have a high
resting baseline activity and therefore show deactivations in
various cognitive tasks reflecting differential focused atten-
tion to the tasks. Thus, the degree of (de)activation may de-
pend on the extent of attentional resources that are allocated
in the processing of the sentences (Kuperberg et al., 2003). In
fact, it is quite likely that violations attract more attention
than correct sentences. In addition, things might attract more
attentional resources as they are treated as more abstract
than animate subjects.

3.3. Temporal areas

The activation of the STs for violations in thing-sentences
seems to be odd at a first glance, as the STs has been
associated previously with semantic processing (Kang et al.,
1999; Kuperberg et al., 2000, 2003; Newman et al., 2001; Ni et
al., 2000). We would like to discuss this result by briefly
considering our recent ERP results (Hammer et al., 2005, see
also Fig. 6) obtained with identical experimental materials.
The violations were associated with a late positivity, a so-
called P600 effect, in both the person and the thing condition,
which was more pronounced in the former condition. This
P600 effect is generally considered as reflecting the need for
reanalysis (Münte et al., 1997, 1998) or integration difficulty
(Friederici, 1995; Hagoort et al., 1993; Kaan et al., 2000).
Importantly, we found a phasic negativity, an “N400 effect” at
the word following the pronoun in incongruent sentences
about things (but not about persons) compared to congruent
sentences. The amplitude of the N400 varies as a function of
the semantic relations between words (Chwilla et al., 1995;
Holcomb, 1993), between words and their sentence (Kutas
and Hillyard, 1980) and discourse context (van Berkum et al.,
1999). The better the semantic fit between a word and its
context, the smaller the amplitude of the N400, thus
suggesting that the N400 amplitude can be interpreted as
reflecting the processing costs of integrating a word into the
overall meaning representation that is built on the basis of
the preceding language input (Brown and Hagoort, 1993;
Chwilla et al., 1995; Osterhout and Holcomb, 1992). We
interpreted the activation pattern observed in our brain
potential study as follows: In the person case, the gender
violation at pronoun position is so severe (syntactically and
biologically bonding and resolution is signaling violation)
that the reader/parser stops further attempts to integrate this
mismatching pronoun, and therefore no electrophysiological
signs of integration attempts were found for the word
following the pronoun. In the thing case, the gender violation
is purely syntactical and therefore the bonding process
signals “violation”, but due to the lack of any semantic
information in the violation, a resolution does not take place
at pronoun position. In a second ERP experiment (Hammer et
al., 2005), we were able to show that the reader rather waits
for a word that is related to any alternative antecedent in the
discourse: If the next word matches the thing antecedent in
meaning, however, the comprehension system is unable to
link the pronoun to any alternative antecedent. The attempt
to finally integrate fails at the position after the pronoun and
leads to an N400. Importantly, generators of the N400 have
been suggested to reside in anterior medial temporal area on
the basis of intracranial measurements (Fernandez et al.,
1998; Halgren et al., 1994a,b; Nobre et al., 1994; Nobre and
McCarthy, 1995). MEG measurements again point to sources
in the temporal lobe (Bonte et al., 2006; Halgren et al., 2002).
Moreover, semantic violations led to activation of the left
posterior STs relative to correct sentences in the study of
Kuperberg et al. (2003). We therefore suggest that the STs
activation in the thing condition reflects the attempts to
integrate the word following the pronoun in meaning. As the
time resolution of fMRI is relatively lower compared to ERPs,
we suggest that the fMRI pattern reflects the average process
of syntactic and contextual semantic processing (at pronoun
and next word position).

The comparison of the congruent sentences revealed an
increased activation for person compared to thing sentences
in temporal regions. This confirms again that anterior
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temporal regions are specific for meaning integration, which
is in accordance with others, see Martin and Chao (2001).

3.4. The link to the cognitive model

Together, the fMRI as well as our previous ERP data show
pronounced differences of pronoun integration in person and
thing conditions in a violation paradigm. How, then, do these
differences in the neural processing of pronoun processing
correspond to linguistic considerations? As mentioned in the
introduction, Garrod and Sanford (1994, see also Garrod and
Terras, 2000) presented a cognitive model with two stages for
pronoun interpretation with (1) a low level automatic “bond-
ing” process, and (2) a “resolution” stage. Reading a German
sentence that includes a pronoun the comprehender has to go
through (i) a syntactic match in terms of syntactic gender
marking and possibly (ii) a semantic match in terms of
biological gender marking between pronoun and antecedent.
We believe that our data constitute neurophysiological evi-
dence for this theoretical framework. Pronouns referring to
persons can be matched to the antecedent by biological and
syntactic information requesting more processing capacity in
cases of violations (as in our experimental paradigm) indicated
by the activation of five cortical areas, the bilateral GFi and
Gsm/Ga and left GFm (and a large P600, see Hammer et al.,
2005). The event-related BOLD signal for incongruent person
conditions (Fig. 5, left upper panel) showed a time course of
information availability across regions. The maximum is
earliest in the left GFi, followed by GFm and then left Gsm/
Ga. For person pronouns, and with all the caution of interpret-
ing BOLD maxima over time, a first proposed functional time
course of information access would be (see also Fig. 5, right
upper panel): (1) syntactic evaluation and detection of incon-
gruency (GFi), (2) activation of working memory/attention to
receive abstract contextual information to solve incongru-
ency (GFm) and (3) access to meaning information (Gsm/Ga).

In contrast, pronouns referring back to things are matched
by pure syntactic gender information resulting in an activa-
tion of the left GFi, and GFm and a smaller P600 indicating less
processing activity. For thing conditions, the time course (Fig.
5, left lower panel) suggests nearly simultaneous activation of
GFi and STs followed by GFm. Proposed time course of
information access would be as follows (see also Fig. 5, right
lower panel): (1) syntactic evaluation (GFi) and access to
alternatives in the semantic memory (STs), followed by (2)
working memory/attention to receive abstract contextual
information to solve the incongruency (GFm).

We suggest that activation of the left STs within thing
sentences is related to post-pronoun processing indicating
difficultieswithmeaning integration of theword following the
pronoun. For the common brain areas, we suggest that the left
GFi subserves attempts at syntactic resolution, whereas the
left GFm probably reflects the working memory aspects of
(failing) pronoun resolution.

Thus, from a cognitive neuroscience point of view, inter-
preting a pronoun includes a bonding process, which is based
on syntactic gender information reflected in an activation of
the left GFi, and – if available – on biological/semantic gender
information associatedwith additional activity in the right GFi
and left Gsm. In case bonding has to be revised due to
incongruent information, access to working memory takes
place associated with an increased activity in GFm. Most
interestingly, final resolution does not necessarily take place
at the pronoun position but it can be delayed until unambig-
uous discourse information is available. This appears to be
associated with temporal activation as shown for incongruent
thing sentences.

Our findings illuminate the dynamic integration of syntac-
tic and semantic/biological gender information during pro-
noun processing manifesting that pronoun processing is a
rather flexible process that depends on the type of available
gender information, and on the fact whether co-reference can
be established immediately or not.
4. Experimental procedure

4.1. Subjects

For the present study, we collected fMRI images from eleven
right handed, neurologically healthy, native speakers of Ger-
man (mean age 28±5 years; 7 women) while they read
sentences presented in word by word fashion. Ethical ap-
proval was given by local ethical committee. All subjects
gave their written consent and understanding and were paid
for participation.

4.2. Material

The material was identical to that in the previous ERP study
(Hammer et al., 2005). One-hundred twenty sentences, 60
about persons and 60 about things, were constructed. Each
sentence had two clauses. The first (main) clause of each
sentence described a state of a person or a thing. The person
or the thing was the subject of the main clause and formed
the antecedent of the pronoun following later. Care was
taken to match word frequencies for persons (295±807) and
things (155±259, t59; two-tailed=1,3, p=0.2) using the CELEX-
database (Baayen et al., 1995). The second clause was a
subordinate clause introduced by the conjunction weil
(because). This conjunction was followed by the critical
word, a pronoun referring to the person or the thing. All
sentences were then copied and the congruent pronoun was
replaced by a pronoun that was incongruent in terms of
biological and syntactic gender in the person condition and
by syntactic gender in the thing condition but congruent with
respect to case. Altogether there were four different types of
sentences: (1) congruent person (“Die FrauFEMALE ist beliebt,
weil sieFEMALE/feminine schön ist.“); (2) incongruent person in
terms of biological and syntactic gender information (“Die
FrauFEMALE ist beliebt, weil ermasculine schön ist.”); (3) con-
gruent thing (“Die Jackefeminine ist warm, weil siefeminine

gefüttert ist.”); (4) and incongruent thing in terms of pure
syntactic gender information (“Die Jackefeminine ist warm,
weil ermasculine gefüttert ist.”). (Translation: Person—The
woman is popular, because she/he is beautiful. Thing—The
jacket is warm, because she/he is lined; capital letter=sex,
small letter=syntactic gender.)

We used a rapid event-related design (Buckner et al., 1996;
Dale and Buckner, 1997). Stimuli were presented using
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Presentation software. Sentences were presented word-by-
word. Each word was presented for 350 ms with a 300-ms
inter-stimulus interval. The main clause and the second
clause were separated by a comma, which was shown with
the final word of themain clause. Sentence endingwordswere
presented with a period indicating the end of a sentence.
Sentences were separated by a fixation cross in the middle of
the screen, presented for a duration that varied between one
to five times the duration of a volume acquisition. Subjects
were instructed to read for comprehension so that they would
be able to answer content-related questions.

4.3. Data acquisition

We measured 24 transversal slices at 3 T (Magnetom Trio,
Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) using an echo-planar imaging
sequence. The pulse-sequence parameters were as follows:
acquisition matrix 64×64; field of view (FOV) 224 mm; slice
thickness 3.5 mm; gap 1.2 mm (voxel size: 3.5×3.5×4.7 mm);
time to repeat (TR) 1920 ms; time to echo (TE) 35 ms; flip angle
(FA) 75°; acquisition order ascending interleaved starting with
slice 2. Four functional runs were acquired, with each run
consisting of 375 volumes. In order to avoid a T1 saturation
effect, we did not present any material during the first 10
volumes. The first four volumes were excluded from further
analyses. This yielded 1484 volumes per subject.

In addition, each subject underwent a high resolution T1-
weighted anatomical scan using the same scanner running a
three-dimensional T1-fast-low-angle shot sequence lasting
9min and 50 s (192 slices; slice thickness 1mm; TR 2300ms; TE
3.93 ms; FA 8°; FOV 256 mm; matrix 256×256 yielding a
1×1×1 mm isotropic voxel resolution).

4.4. Analysis

Dataanalysis includedpreprocessing in the followingorder: 3D
motion correction (rigid body), slice scan time correction
(linear interpolation), linear trend removal and high-pass
temporal filtering (cut-off frequency: 3Hz) and spatial smooth-
ing (Gaussian Kernel: 4 mm FWHM). Functional images were
coregistered to T1-weighted images acquired in the same
session and transformed to Talairach space based on land-
marks (anterior and posterior commissures, anterior, poster-
ior, superior, inferior, right and left borders of the cerebrum).
All preprocessing steps were performed with version 3.96 of
BrainVoyager 2000 (BrainInnovation, Maastricht, The Nether-
lands). Surface reconstructions of grey matter in T1-weighted
images (Kriegeskorte and Goebel, 2001) and subsequent
statistical analyses were performed with version 1.3 of
BrainVoyagerQX (Brain Innovation, The Netherlands).

We estimated percent signal change using a general linear
model (GLM) for the four predictors (congruent person,
incongruent person, congruent thing and incongruent thing)
over the entire volume. Fixation periods served as baseline.
Onset times for regressors were determined by the time, the
respective sentence appeared on the screen. Duration of each
event was 5.2 s. Regressors were convolved with a simple
gamma function (Boynton et al., 1996). First, we applied a
random-effects analysis for all predictors against baseline. To
assess differences between conditions we used t tests for
pairwise comparisons based on a fixed effect GLM. Thresh-
olding was controlled by false discovery rate (FDR) at 5% and c
(V)=1 (Genovese et al., 2002). This approach provides thresh-
olds corrected formultiple comparisons. In addition, activated
clusters were only accepted if more than 50 voxels were
significantly activated. Reported activations are based on
group statistics. In order to increase spatial correspondency
in our group statistics, we performed cortex-based spherical
inter-subject alignment (Fischl et al., 1999; Goebel et al., 2006).
A polygon mesh of each cortical hemisphere was obtained by
segmenting and tessellating the white/grey matter boundary
(Kriegeskorte and Goebel, 2001). Then, cortical time courses
were created by sampling the functional time series at
positions corresponding to the nodes of the cortical mesh.
Polygon meshes (and corresponding cortical time courses)
weremorphed into alignment using spherical representations
of the cortical sheet (for details, see Goebel et al., 2006). For
thresholding, the equivalent t values to the FDR analysis were
chosen (t>3.5).
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